A Bill of Goods
Bill of goods: intentional misrepresentation, something passed off in a
deception or fraud, an action to conceal the truth.

It’s hard to get accurate facts about many things. The press used to be a reliable source of facts, however the checks
and balances of traditional journalism have been eroded by economic pressures from the rise of digital media. Also, the
ownership concentration of mainstream media has never been greater and because most of their revenues come from the
world's largest industries and advertisers – oil & gas, automotive, pharmaceutical, mobile telephony and financial services
– mainstream media is careful not to offend the hands that feed it by publishing articles contrary to corporate interests.
What is real news today and what is fake news? What are the true facts, what is the truth? Are domestic and
international events being accurately portrayed? The public, busy making ends meet, gets most of their information in
short bursts from mobile devices with perhaps a glance at newspapers and TV news or listening to the radio in their cars.
Social media giants transmit a huge number of messages without vetting them for accuracy and are increasingly being
accused of censoring views they believe are inaccurate or contrary to their interests, whether in politics, economics,
science, healthcare or other areas.1
Authorities – religious, scientific, political, governmental – have been telling the public for thousands of years what
they should believe. Those daring to present different viewpoints were, and often still are, ignored, ridiculed, ostracized,
stripped of social standing, arrested, imprisoned and killed. When religious doctrine dictated the Earth was flat, the sun
revolved around the Earth and that Earth humans were the most evolved life form, heretics were harshly treated in the face
of religious ego, power and greed.2,3
Science later arose to become an authority. In 1902 Lord Kelvin, a past President of the Royal Society, founded in the
16th century, stated that “No balloon and no aeroplane will ever be practically successful”. Good thing the Wright brothers
weren’t paying attention.
Academics have found many ways to claim that the 16th century Piri Reis map, showing pre-glacial Antarctica,
couldn’t be real because humans weren’t supposed to have been navigating continents back them.
Mid-1800s US newspapers reported discoveries of giant-sized human bones in excavations. Most of these bones were
whisked away to the Smithsonian Institution never to be seen again, because giants never existed, did they? Articles about
these discoveries can readily be seen in today’s online newspaper archives.4 However, try finding archeological studies of
giant human skeletons because raising funds to study things the orthodoxy says doesn’t exist is very difficult.
In the early 19th century, as wars continued and the number of manufactured goods increased, there was another need
to influence and control how the public thought. This was done by repeating a message over and over again, true or not,
until the message drowned out all other thoughts and people started to believe it, because individual critical thinking takes
time and effort. This strategy started to be used by companies and governments in the 1920s after publication of Eduard
Bernays’ 1928 book Propaganda and continues today with multinational PR giants like The Publicis Groupe.5
In the 1950s and 1960s newspaper articles about strange objects in the skies were common. Authorities explained
away these UFOs without admitting they could be of extraterrestrial origin. Some ancient cave drawings depict people
wearing what look like spacesuits and what appear to be spaceships in the skies, such as the Toro Muerto petroglyphs. In
Ecuador natives brought many unusual artifacts to Father Carlos Crespi (1891-1982) which many people believed were of
extraterrestrial influence, including some from the Los Tayos caves.6,7 Experts usually have different opinions about what
is depicted in petroglyphs or ancient artifacts such as, for example, what clearly appears to be someone piloting a
spacecraft on the sarcophagus lid of Mayan king Pakal.8
Today, thanks to investigative journalism and declassification of U.S.government documents, we are able to access
information such as the 1964 NICAP report about UFOs.9 We also know that the CIA historically monitored and
controlled what was reported by news media and worked to influence public perception by controlling things such as the
1954 film version of George Orwell’s book Animal Farm.10,11,12 Government is also believed to have had a role in the
1938 radio drama War of the Worlds that caused mass panic and created fear of extraterrestrials. In the 1960s, the U.S.
passed a law making it illegal to contact extraterrestrials even as authorities continued to insist that UFOs and ETs were
imaginary.13 This seems like an awful lot of smoke if truly there was no fire.
In the 1960s, Maurice Chatelain led the design of NASA’s communications system for the Apollo program. He later
wrote a book detailing how the missions had been tracked by UFOs, and astronauts were forbidden from discussing what
they had seen. They used the code word “Santa Claus” every time they saw a UFO.14 Chatelain also provided extensive
computations and analysis claiming that ancient knowledge of the cosmos, thousands of years ago, was much greater than
ours.
In 2001 a Disclosure Project press conference in Washington, D.C., led by Dr. Steven Greer, featured retired military
pilots, aviation officials, astronauts and intelligence officers discussing their UFO experiences. Testimonies by Apollo 14’s
Edgar Mitchell, Canadian Defence Minister Paul Hellyer and many others can be seen on YouTube and other websites.15,16
In 2017, a documentary film titled Unacknowledged was released and may be viewed on Amazon Prime.17
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In 2018 a man who used to work at the USAF Office of Special Investigations, Joe Tysk. wrote an article directed at
UFO skeptics about Billy Meier, a man who has provided compelling evidence for over 70 years that UFOs and ETs are in
fact real.18
Who is Billy Meier?
Eduard Albert Meier, typically referred to by his nickname, 'Billy' or 'BEAM', the acronym for Billy Eduard Albert
Meier, was born in 1937 to a Swiss shoemaker. The second oldest of seven children, Billy had only 6 years of formal
education. In his 80s now, Billy has by all accounts led a very interesting life.19
At age 5, Billy and his father saw a saucer-shaped UFO. His father shrugged this off as one of Hitler’s secret weapons.
A lot of trouble began when Billy mentioned this sighting to a neighbour, who told his wife. The wife reported Billy to the
authorities, accusing him of lying and being a troublemaker and this persecution increased as he grew older and eventually
led to some jail time for him.
A few months after seeing the UFO, Billy started to see images in his head and heard a voice speaking to him.
Confiding in the local pastor, he was advised not to be alarmed and cautioned not to speak openly about his experiences or
people would think he was crazy. In 1944, the voice told him it belonged to a man named Sfath, a human from the stars –
the Pleiades. Sfath took Billy up in his spaceship and began teaching him about the world and Billy’s role in it. Sfath said
he was leader of the Pleiadeans/Plejaren, extraterrestrial humans that have been watching over Earth for eons. He taught
Billy about creation, the spirit-form, the universe, human beings, Billy’s purpose on Earth and many other things.20 Sfath
said he could only teach Billy through the early 1950s and then someone else would take over the teachings.
By 1951, at age 14, Billy had developed strong views about human behaviours on Earth including colonialism,
subjugation, slavery, religion, resource exploitation, pollution, wars, etc. While still in school, he wrote a letter to the
leaders of all major countries to express his views.21
In 1953, Sfath passed away and Billy’s teacher became an extraterrestrial woman named Asket. Her teachings
included encouraging Billy to learn, travel and explore.
In 1958, Billy left Switzerland and by the mid-1960s he had travelled and lived in more than 40 countries throughout
the Middle East and Asia. His travels included taking time to study the world’s main religions. Sometimes weeks or
months passed between his contacts with Asket, most of which were telepathic. In 1964 his in-person contacts with Asket
ceased but their telepathic contacts continued and she said he would be observed for 11 years. At the end of this time, if he
was on the proper spiritual plane, other extraterrestrial humans would begin face to face contacts with him.
When Billy had been on his travels, an American saw him wearing a cowboy hat in Tehran and started to call him
“Billy” because he reminded her of Billy the Kid, and the nickname stuck.22 In Mehrauli, India, a reporter interviewed
Billy after hearing about his UFO photos and an article was published about him in 1964 which said Billy “…clearly is
not eager to talk about his experiences which, to say the least, are remarkable. Indeed, the little that he has to say has to
be pried out of him. He doesn’t want publicity, he doesn’t care if anyone believes him or not.”23
Phobol Cheng was a child living at the Ashoka Ashram in Mehrauli, India in 1964, where her grandfather was head
monk, when she met Billy and saw UFOs in the skies. She later became a Cambodian delegate to the UN General
Assembly, and has verified events from that time.24
In December 1965, many months after losing an arm in a Turkish bus accident, as foretold to him by Asket, Billy
met a Greek girl called Kalliope Zafiriou. They eloped and were married in early 1966. In 1967 a daughter was born to
Billy and Kalliope in Quetta, Pakistan. In 1969, they moved to Switzerland where sons were born to them in 1970 and
1973.
Billy found a series of odd jobs back home to keep his family above poverty, including being a night watchman. This
job allowed him time to read and pursue his spiritual interests. Billy found others of a similar interest by placing ads in
newspapers and founded a study group. He also began writing articles and booklets about what he had learned and
believed was the truth.25,26,27
In 1975, Billy started a non-profit Swiss society called FIGU (Free Community of Interests Universal) to make his
writings available to anyone interested in reading them, as inexpensively as possible, with no attempts to convince others
of his views.28
Sfath had explained to Billy that the purpose of his life was to expand his unusual knowledge and make it
available to others. In 1975, Billy’s life mission began while he continued to learn. His Plejaren contacts expanded to
include Ptaah (Sfath’s son), Semjase (Ptaah’s daughter) and Quetzal (commander of Plejaren on Earth), among others.29
Some contacts were/are in person and some were/are telepathic. All of Billy’s contacts with the Plejaren are recorded by
them and later transcribed by Billy. These are written in German, Billy’s mother tongue, and many have been translated
into other languages.30,31 His writings comprise more than 45,000 pages and include articles, booklets, newsletters,
bulletins, books and Contact Reports.
From January 28, 1975 to February 20, 2020, Billy experienced 2,202 in-person and 1,544 telepathic contacts.
The contacts are still ongoing. Interested readers can see them at the following links:
Eduard_Albert_Meier - Introduction and How it all began.
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Sfath Contact Reports – Sfath was Billy's first teacher from 1942 (age 5) until 1953 (age 16).
Asket Contact Reports – Asket instructed Billy from 1953 until 1980 (age 27).
Communication with other Plejaren started in 1975, initially with Semjase, when Billy was 38 and his mission had
begun. From here onwards the Contact Reports were numbered.32 See Plejaren Contact Reports.
Billy’s writings have attracted much rage from people and institutions that (a) hold fervent beliefs in religious dogmas
and scientific orthodoxies; (b) authorities which claim extraterrestrials aren’t real yet remain a threat justifying the
development of new weapons; (c) those who claim they have greater knowledge about UFO’s and ETs than Billy.
The thousands of years old status quo on Earth would certainly be disrupted if authorities agreed with even some of
the knowledge that Billy has made available over the past 70 years. Perhaps this threatened loss of control if the truth
came out is why 23 attempts have so far been made on Billy’s life.
Billy’s writings make an interesting story but readers should ask what evidence exists that any of it is true? In
response to such questions Billy provided investigators with material evidence to analyze that included:
1. pre-digital photos of Plejaren spaceships, that they call beamships33;
2. samples of material the ships are made from, and;
3. recordings of beamship sounds.
This purported evidence was investigated by various experts, including those from the Jet Propulsion Lab, the
Canadian Film Board, NASA, IBM and other institutions. None were able to prove that any of the photos were fake and
said this could only have been done by special effects experts using state of the art equipment. One of the investigations
was led by a retired USAF Lt. Col. who owned the world’s largest private collection of UFO photos and had investigated
more than 100 claimed UFO sightings. He undertook terrain analysis at many of Billy’s photo locations said that the
clarity and sharpness of his photos were without equal and could not have been hoaxed using models as many people
claimed. Billy had used an old rangefinder camera stuck on infinity to take his one-handed photos. Lab analysis of the
metal samples revealed both metallic and crystalline properties and concluded they had been made by cold fusion, a
process only theorized about on Earth. Beamship sound recordings proved impossible to explain or reproduce by audio
experts, including those at the leading edge U.S, Navy Groton sound lab.34,35
Some investigations of Billy and his claims resulted in books being published. One was by an investigative journalist
and another by the retired USAF UFO expert.36,37 The latter investigation took place during 1978-1982 when visitors to
Billy’s run-down Swiss farm saw that his family’s living conditions – dirt floors, no electricity or running water, pit toilets
– were a far cry from accusations by others, who had never bothered to visit or actually undertake any investigations, that
claimed Billy was making everything up to profit from being a UFO contactee as others were doing.
Material items aside, many witness statements exist from people near Billy at the time some of his contacts took
place, who witnessed things they were unable to explain.38,39,40 However, the most convincing evidence that Billy’s
writings may be true are the numerous Contact Reports themselves. His dialogues with the Plejaren contain tremendous
amounts of information about biology, physics, chemistry, the solar system, agriculture, foodstuffs, human health,
reincarnation, meditation and so on, extensive information that spanning numerous fields of science that would put many
PhD’s to shame, let alone someone with only a grade 6 education. Terrestrial scientists have slowly been discovering
things that Billy wrote about decades ago.41,42 Examples include (1) the black sand dunes on Mars; (2) how it’s possible to
divert asteroids from striking the Earth as mentioned by Billy in 2008 yet only being considered in 2021; (3) our sun is a
dying star; (4) we’ve incorrectly calculated the value of Pi, and; the threat posed by an asteroid called Apophis, which
Billy issued a warning about in 1981 yet remained undiscovered by terrestrial astronomers until 2004.43,44
Finally, there are many testimonies about Billy’s personality, character, modesty, honesty, discipline, intelligence and
persistence over the more than the 70 years he has endured hardships and more than 20 attempts on his life to make us
aware of what he believes to be true.
Society has conditioned people to role up their eyes and dismiss claims of UFOs as pure nonsense. While the claims
of many supposed UFO contactees have proven to be false this has never happened to Billy, even as some people
spuriously and viciously claimed him to be a liar.45,46 After scientific analysis was unable to prove that Billy’s photos were
fake he has rarely been mentioned in UFO dialogues anymore47 Conversely, the U.S. government has started to admit
their aircraft have seen unidentified objects and has released videos taken of them.48
Beyond the fact that investigations of Billy’s physical evidence could not prove they were fake, are his copious
writings about the universe, human history and the spirit-form that’s apparently present in all things, including that
extraterrestrial humans mastered space travel eons ago. Are these claims so outrageous they warrant immediate dismissal?
While certainly contrary to what we’ve been taught to believe, what if Billy is right? If aliens existed wouldn’t SETI have
found them?49,50 Perhaps, if one held the view that other intelligent life in the universe was bound to their planet and
unable to go exploring, like us, and only able to send out radio signals and small probes, like us. Broader thinking may
consider if there might be other intelligent life whose level of consciousness, technical abilities and spiritual
understanding (spiritual refers to fine matter and not religion) were far more advanced than ours?51 Would any such aliens
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really want to meet earth humans given our greed, egos, continual warfare and subjugation, overpopulation,
environmental destruction, etc?
The Plejaren are apparently able to move undetected around the earth due to their advanced technology. They claim
we are only aware of about 1/3 of all elements that exist.52 The large number of subatomic elements unknown to us are
keys to achieving speeds much greater than light and to realize space travel, time travel and other advanced technologies.
The Plejaren assert the vibration of sub-microscopic particles is the spirit-energy responsible for the existence of all
things. Our present understanding at the nano level (10-9) is limited and even our unit classification erroneously excludes
anything smaller than yocto (10-24). That Billy wrote about tachyons in the 1970s was eye-opening when brought to the
attention of David Fronning, a scientist theorizing about future space travel by sub-atomic particle propulsion.53
Compared to the Plejaren we are primitive and have nothing they need. Science fiction, or not? Readers can make their
own conclusions
The Plejaren use the term Creation to describe the energy, intelligence and life force that pervades the universe. Every
human has a spirit-form inside of them, a small part of Creation, and has the purpose of evolving through countless
incarnations into a spiritual level high enough to merge with Creation itself.54 They encourage us to see Creation in all
things, particularly by observing nature.
The Plejaren claim to be humans 30,000,000 years more spiritually advanced than Earth humans and technologically
more advanced by about 3,500 years.55,56 They receive guidance from the High Council, which is comprised of about
1,800 spiritual beings. Plejaren directives allow them to assist Billy in his mission but not to show themselves to other
Earth humans or to directly assist in our evolution. They are only allowed to reveal themselves to human races that have
achieved space travel and live in congenial peace, harmony and love for all life. The Plejaren Federation comprises over
127 billion humans that live on many planets in different universes and dimensions.57
Billy’s mission is to continue the spiritual teachings he undertook in his many previous incarnations, to “clarify the
actual truth of the creational spiritual matters for Earth humanity in order to bring them the path of peace, love, true
knowledge and wisdom in truth.”58,59,60 Essentially, he is here to teach us the truth about existence, about the Energy of
Creation, about everything that has both a spiritual and material form.
From the Plejaren, Billy learned that the many previous incarnations of his spirit-form included Nokodemion, Enoch,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, E/Jmmanuel and Mohammed, among others. Jmmanuel’s biological father, Gabriel, was an
extraterrestrial and he was raised by his mother and foster-father, Joseph, who owned a carpentry business.61 Jmmanuel
survived crucifixion and left Jerusalem for India, where he married, raised a family and lived to over 100 years of age. His
biographical narrative, the Talmud of Jmmanuel, was discovered in a Jerusalem cave in 1963, where one of his sons had
buried it after arriving from India. The Talmud of Jmmanuel was analyzed by Prof. James W. Deardorff (1928-2014) and
is believed to be the basis for the Gospel of Matthew.62,63,64,65,66
Some time after his crucifixion Jmmanuel started to be called Jesus, the Christ, and his spiritual teachings about life,
truth, love, wisdom, Creation and the human spirit were distorted by the founders of Christianity. This included what’s
known as the Lord’s Prayer and the 10 Commandments.67,68,69,70 Jmmanuel/Jesus incarnated not to bring peace to Earth
but to teach Earth humans about the power of the human spirit. The prayer he introduced was meant to help Earth humans
active the spirit-form within them via conscious prayer, a desire-based invocation to awaken the spirit that exists within
every human.
The Plejaren describe all religion as vicious drugs that inhibit intellect and reason. They single out Christianity in
particular as being the most bloodthirsty, bearing responsibility for the murders of more than 100 million people.71,72
Scholar Joseph Chilton Pearce wrote that under Christian culture “…the human spirit diminishes while the religious
pathology of guilt, sin, and hoped for salvation becomes the foundation not just of culture but of our conscious mind
itself.”73,74
Some inventors have said that a breakthrough just popped into their head.75 The Plejaren claim they have tried to
nudge earth technological development along by sending mental impulses to scientists believed receptive to them. A
Canadian government engineer was apparently among them, electrical engineer Wilbert Brockhouse Smith, who led a
Canadian UFO investigate effort called Project Magnet and wrote a 1950 memo stating that flying saucers were real.76,77
Before his untimely death in 1962, Smith had started writing a book called The New Science which, among other things,
explained that time was a field, similar to gravity.78,7980
Plejaren teachings have included taking Billy to various places in the universe in their beamships. They claim to have
conquered space travel 27 million years ago, and also time travel and visits to other dimensions.81 They’ve told Billy that
future Earth scientists will discover all 280 subatomic particles and their secrets, including travelling at speeds faster than
light, controlling gravity, going backwards and forwards in time, and visiting other dimensions, eventually including
instantaneous interstellar travel via dimension gates like the Plejaren are able to do.82,83
While greatly advanced relative to Earth humans, the Plejaren periodically defer themselves to Billy as being much
older, knowledgeable and experienced than themselves, likely because of Billy’s many challenging missions during the
more than 10 billion years his spirit-form has been in existence. As the Plejaren have explained and shown to Billy, the
universe is much, much larger than Earth scientists believe and is comprised of 7 belts, similar to the 7 levels of the
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spiritual world. Prior to his incarnation as Billy Meier, Billy’s spirit-form resided in Arahat Athersata, the lowest of the 7
levels of the purely spiritual world.
The Plejaren have used their technical knowledge to provide Billy with both predictions (100% chance of occurrence)
and prophesies (may be altered by human behaviour) about the Earth’s future. Predictions published by Billy years before
their occurrence have proven 100% accurate.84,85 Prophesies from the Plejaren, to the extent they have looked into the
future, have generally been dire owing to the general unwillingness of Earth humanity to admit their mindset is wrong and
to change their consciousness. In their teachings to Billy about Earth history the Plejaren claim that extraterrestrials living
on Earth in ancient times exploded several atomic bombs on the planet – in America (Death Valley), the Middle East
(Sodom and Gomorrah) and Russia (Tunguska). Unknown to terrestrial scientists, the negative effects of such detonations
carry far out into the solar system.
Billy is here to help Earth humans realize that:
(1) Religion has nominal value except to control and exploit others. Untruthful and erroneous religious doctrines cause
human consciousness to waste away and retard the evolution of Earth humanity because religious dogma blocks every
aspect of spiritual evolution.86 Religious beliefs must be overturned for Earth humanity to evolve and be accepted by
the many other humans throughout the universe. There is no God and the guilt-shame-punishment culture of defining
sin and promoting its antidote was created by man to distort the spiritual teachings of Jmmanuel/Jesus for control
purposes;
(2) The ego of Earth humanity and our materialism, greed and warlike nature causes needless suffering, violence and
death that’s unparalleled in the universe and inhibits our evolution;
(3) Human activities, including the overpopulation encouraged by religions, i.e. to “go forth and multiply”, are greatly
damaging the planet, depleting resources, creating toxins, causing extreme weather conditions and seismic events etc.
that will continue to get worse unless we come to our senses. Other overpopulated planets have been destroyed by the
humans living on them that were competing for resources.
(4) Earth humans are the least evolved humans in the universe due to our delusional belief in religions and the pursuit of
ego and material wealth at the expense of focusing on Love, Truth, Knowledge, Freedom, Peace, Harmony, Wisdom
and Logic. We are avoided by the many extraterrestrial humans of higher consciousness that mastered space travel
millions of years ago. The Plejaren have observed our planet for a long time because we have a shared origin and they
feel some responsibility for our retarded evolution, and because they have been directed to help Billy with his mission.
The Contact Reports also discuss the current pandemic, how the virus affects humans and the effectiveness of current
vaccines. The Plejaren claim that, unknown to terrestrial science, the ability of the human immune system to resist viruses
is blood type dependent.87 In a recent Contact Report Ptaah states “All vaccines up to now, as well as all vaccines to
come…correspond to experimental and unresearched products, which can cause…long-term damage, lifetime damage
and deaths…” He also says that Plejaren research shows “the risk of every vaccine currently in use is greater than the
benefit, so that every person who gets vaccinated now is part of a huge and world-wide experiment.” Nonetheless, Ptaah
also states that “every person has to determine for himself whether, how and what he wants to do with regard to
vaccinations and all that I have disclosed. I cannot, will not and must not give any advice on the whole matter.”88
Review, research and come to your own conclusions.
Some websites

Some videos

Main website: FIGU.org

And Did They Listen? Streaming on Amazon Prime.

Canada: https://ca.figu.org/what-s-new2.html

The Billy Meier Case, True or a Hoax?:
Part I: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31iQNyudzzg
Part II: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-eHMsi00qc
Part III: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT2HxBjVJhk
Don’t Believe, think for yourself:
https://youtube.com/watch?v=g9P3z1n0FbI
The Silent Revolution of Truth:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VzND2-NnwnY
Lt. Col Stevens’ Investigation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qc4cKZpUC1s

Australia:http://au.figu.org
UK http://futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Main_Page
U.S. https://theyfly.com/

Footnotes are listed on the following pages.
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Notes:
1 https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/11/30/senator-questions-mark-zuckerberg-on-censorship-after-facebook-whistleblower-comes-forward/
2 https://history.howstuffworks.com/historical-figures/galileo.htm?utm_medium=recirc&utm_source=taboola&utm_campaign=feed
3 Manchester, William, A World Lit Only By Fire, Li le, Brown and Co., 1992, ISBN 0-316-54556-2.
4 http://www.sydhav.no/giants/newspapers.htm
5 https://theconversation.com/the-manipulation-of-the-american-mind-edward-bernays-and-the-birth-of-public-relations-44393
6 https://www.sott.net/article/342273-Uncovering-the-truth-about-Father-Crespis-controversial-missing-artifacts
7 https://youtu.be/TWQOLomhwiY Father Crespi video.
8 https://youtu.be/zmhIrlRZp6w
9 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP81R00560R000100010001-0.pdf
10 http://www.carlbernstein.com/magazine_cia_and_media.php
11 https://off-guardian.org/2021/02/14/opening-the-cias-can-of-worms/
12 https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2003/mar/07/artsfeatures.georgeorwell
13 http://www.shellac.org/slu/sluetlaw.html
14 Chatelain, Maurice, Our Ancestors Came From Outer Space, 1977 translated from French, pp. 27-39, ISBN 0440166543.
15 Washington Press Club 2001 https://youtu.be/8i-48LpRB9c
16 https://www.disclosureinstitute.org/testimony/
17 https://siriusdisclosure.com/unacknowledged-film/
18 https://gregdougall.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/joe-tysk-osi.pdf
19 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Interviews_with_Billy
20 www.meiersaken.info/terrestrial_humans.html
21 http://futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Open_Letter_to_all_Human_Beings_of_Earth_(5th_July,_1951)
22 futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_650, Line 12+
23 The Delhi Statesman, September 30, 1964
24 https://www.theyfly.com/phobol-cheng-laughlin-nevada-1999
25 http://theyfly.com/articles-billy-eduard-albert-meier
26 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Booklets
27 http://www.meiersaken.info/history_of_publications.html
28 futureofmankind.co.uk/w/images/a/ad/FIGU_in_a_Nutshell.pdf
29 https://ca.figu.org/billy-s-contacts.html
30 Plejaren technology records all dialogues with Billy, including telepathic ones and he later accesses them and transcribes them by typing with his one hand. The

reports are all written in German, the only language Billy is fluent in and which, according to the Plejaren, is the most expressive terrestrial language. The German also
contains encoded impulses from the spiritual realm which have an effect on the reader but translations into other languages do not provide such benefit.
31 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Storage_Banks
32 http://futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Contact_Report_001
33 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Beamship
34 http://theyfly.com/Scientific_Experts.html
35 http://www.billymeieruforesearch.com/investigation-of-others/
36 Kinder, Gary, Light Years: An investigation into the extraterrestrial experiences of Eduard Meier, Penguin Books, 1988, ISBN 9780140104271. PDF available at

http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/File:LightYears_GaryKinder.pdf
37 Stevens, Wendelle, Message from the Pleiades, 1988, ISBN 0-934269-14-0
38 http://futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Witness_Matrix
39 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Witness_Testimony_Part_One
40 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Witness_Testimony_Part_Two
41 https://theyflyblog.com/2019/05/reference-page-for-nasa-discoveries-confirm-ufo-case-real/
42 https://secureservercdn.net/166.62.108.22/46o.96f.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Do-Aliens-Exist.pdf
43 http://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Proof_Beyond_A_Reasonable_Doubt
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44 https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2021/04/11/lawrence-livermore-earth-threatening-asteroids-nuclear-defense/
45 http://www.billymeieruforesearch.com/investigation-of-others/
46 http://www.tjresearch.info/refutekk.htm
47 https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/10/01/and-just-like-that-ufo-crash-retrievals-are-now-mainstream/
48 https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2019/09/18/those-ufo-videos-are-real-navy-says-please-stop-saying-ufo/
49 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SETI_Institute
50 https://theyflyblog.com/2021/03/an-open-conversation-with-seti-director-bill-diamond/
51 The spiritual world is the non-material world governed by sub-atomic quantum particles vibrating at very high frequencies, whose existence is undetected by current

terrestrial technology. As Nikola Tesla said, “The day science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more progress in one decade than in all the
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